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Abstract

Resilient plant monitoring systems are sensor networks, which degrade gracefully under malicious attacks on their sensors, causing them to project misleading information. This talk is intended to describe recently developed techniques to ensure resiliency and illustrate their application using a power plant. Specific techniques developed are: a method for sensor trustworthiness evaluation (using the probing signals approach); a non-classical statistical procedure for process variable assessment (using the sensors data and their trustworthiness); a method for sensor network adaptation to the optimal state resulting in the minimum entropy of process variable assessment (using the rational controllers approach); a method for sensor network decomposition (as a means for combating the curse of dimensionality and achieving scalability); and a method for subplant condition assessment (using the Jeffrey’s rule). Based on these techniques, a five-layer resilient monitoring architecture is developed and analyzed under various cyber-physical attack scenarios. As quantified by the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the system offers effective protection against misleading information and identifies the plant conditions — normal or anomalous — in a reliable manner. In addition, the talk presents two techniques to ensure resiliency of feedback systems, one based on a model predictive control approach and another on a synchronous detection technique.
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